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Abstract: The present paper deals with the design of a single sided Linear Planner Switched Reluctance Motor
(LPSRM) with active translator and passive stator .The work presents a complete design of the proposed LSRM
by 2-D Finite Element Analysis method (2-D FEA). A detailed analysis of the influence of various geometrical
parameters on the force developed by the actuator mainly gives in particular tooth size influence on fixed and
mobile parts. The proposed actuator can be used in positioning task for hight precision application.
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INTRODUCTION LSRM design is done by various methods: the analytical

The Linear Switched Reluctance Motor (LSRM) method of network reluctances [14] or by conversion
converts the output mechanical power directly to linear rotary switched reluctance motor (RSRM) to LSRM [2]
motion so he is an important device which is used in many and [6].
industrial applications especially in high precision The influence of the stator and mover pole geometry
application. This motor has the advantage of not having on  the force developed by the actuator is studied by the
mechanical subsystems or rotary for linear motion analytical method in [9] and [3] and by the finite element
converters to product a linear motion in order to reduce analyze in [7].
friction and maintain problems and increase performance. Reference [7] studies the influence of the air gap on

This type of actuator is characterized by its simple the force by the finite element method. Reference [3]
structure and low construction cost, LSRM contains only presents a detailed analysis of the influence of different
concentrated windings on the stator or  translator  so  it’s geometrical parameters on the performance of LSRM
easy to control. There are many varieties of LSRM such double  inductor for different values the current density
as planer structure, with single or double inductor, or (J varying from 5 to 15 A/mm ). The sensitivity of pole arc
tubular structure [11]. In addition there are two distinctive on average torque for RSRM which is similar to LSRM is
configuration; longitudinal flux or transverse flux extensively studied in literature, the references [7, 8] and
configurations who have been explored in detail in [2,5,3]. [9], studies the sensitivity of pole arc using 2-D FEA. The

Currently applications of the LSRM are varied and objective of this paper is an optimum design of a single
cover large areas such as: biomedical (motorization of sided planner LSRM by 2D-FEA. This study gives a
pump syringe) [12], position control [13], railway vehicle detailed analysis of the various geometrical parameters
[14], vertical elevator [15]. The special and exceptional influence on the force developed by the actuator, in
geometric of this motor attracts a lots of researches in particular tooth size influence on stator and mobile parts.
terms of modeling, analysis, design and control of the
actuator [4]. Up to now there is no conventional or Planner Linear Switched Reluctance Motor
standard methods of LSRM design, this due to complexity Configuration: The proposed actuator is a planner
and different topologies and shapes of the actuator. longitudinal  linear switched reluctance motor with active

method [3], 2D finite element analysis [16] and [7], the
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mover  and  passive stator composed by four phases.
This configuration consists of 8 translator pole and this
similar to 8/6 (8 stator and 6 rotor poles) RSRM. 

LSRM is composed by two elements the first one is
a toothed magnetic material fixed to a support and called
stator. The second is a sliding part on rails called the
mover (translator). This latter is formed by different
modules  regularly  distributed  lodging  the   winding.
This topology is a single sided LSRM with active
translator and passive stator, Figure (1). The stator Fig. 1: LSRM configuration
windings are laminated with copper and excited by DC
currents.

If teeth of an active module are aligned with teeth of
the stator, the other stator modules must be unaligned in
order to create a translation force. The excitation
sequences of the winding in the increasing inductance
region make the translator move. The lack of non-
magnetic separations between the different modules
creates a radial magnetic flux path, this configuration is
called longitudinal flux configuration.

Figure 2 show the main dimensions of the LSRM and
the flux path that are parallel to line of motion also we can Fig. 2:  Main dimension of the LSRM.
see that there are two stator teeth aligned with mover
teeth and other which are unaligned. To ensure a good
operation the air gap separating stator and translator teeth
should be low as possible that why it is firstly fixed at
0.1mm.

2D FEA Design: To guarantee the good operation of the
actuator and an optimum force characteristic per unit
volume, the design of the LSRM is based on 2D-FEA in
order to have a final optimized design. Some parameters
are initially sited like value of the current density and the
air gap selected as j=5A/mm  and e = 0.1mm. Stator and2

rotor pole width are sited as  =  = 18°. r s

In order to obtain a small displacement in every step Fig. 3: B = f (H ) characteristic
tooth pitch is chosen as  = 10mm. The stator slot width
must be greater than the translator slot width in order to
impose a regular shift so: 

(1)

The material used is a 1010 steel this later admits a
characteristic B = f (H ) which is shown in Figure (3) The
2D-FEA design method of the complete design of the
LSRM is summarized in the following organization chart
wherein every stage each geometric parameter is treated
apart in order to choose the optimal value that ensures
maximum force Fig 4:  Organization chart of design method
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Translator and Stator Teeth Width Design: In order to
optimize the stator and translator teeth width and to
simplify the study, we considered W  = W  consequentlysp tp

. The influence  of  this  parameter is  studied

by 2-D  FEA. The other parameters are set constant
( ) The analysis’ is
done with  vary from 0.1 *  to 0.6 *  .

Figure 5 shows the influence of the ratio  on the
force developed by the motor. We can conclude that :

is the optimum value to have a
maximal force. This result confirms the value obtained in
previous work [1,3,10].

Stator and Translator Slot Width Design: The translator
slot width is calculated by:

(2)

The determination of stator slot width by 2D-FEA
method is performed by the use of this expression:

(3)

Translator and Stator Yoke Thickness Design: The
yokes thickness of the stator and the translator are useful
to  canalize   magnetic  flux  lines.  In  order  to  improve
the   optimum   size   and   lighten   the   weight   2D-FEA
is  performed  at  values  lower  than
( ).

The  other  parameters  are  set  constant:
( )

Figure 6 shows the influence of the stator and
translator yoke tackiness for a constant current density
and the other geometrical parameters are fixed. The force
generated by the actuator is not affect by increasing
stator and translator yoke thickness when those later are
higher than the half of tooth pitch C  = 0.5 * . In order, toy

minimize the weight we choose C  = 5mmy

Teeth Height of Translator Design: The excitation coils
are inserted into the translator slot width. The influence of
the  translator  teeth  height  is  studied  in  this  part by
2D-FEA to show its effect in the force developed by the
actuator. This size is very important because it is
connected to the space reserved for the coil.

(4)

Fig. 5:.Influence of stator and translator teeth width

Fig. 6: Influence of stator and translator yoke thickness

(5)

(6)

S : Section of copper wire (mm ), K : Fill factor of theC bob
2

coil, S : Surface occupied by the coil (mm ),bob
2

b : Width of the coil (mm), l : Height of the coil (mm),bob bob

N: Number of turn.

As it is shown in Equation 6 more the value of the
teeth size is increasing more the number of turns of the
coil increases too consequently, the value of the force is
more important.

In this stage the value of the height of teeth
investigated are: 

Figure 7 shows the influence of translator teeth
height for constant current density when the other
geometrical parameters are fixed. (C = 5mm, h  = 5mm, g =y s

0.1mm ,  = 0.4, w  = 9.23mm, w  -= 6mm). The gain ofss ts

force decreases for values higher than l  = 2 *  so ins

order to not give more weight for the mobile part we
choose l  = 2.5 *  = 25mm.s
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Fig. 7. Influence of translator teeth height

Fig. 8:.Influence of the height of the stator teeth

Table 1: Final Dimension of Lsrm
Parameters Symbol 2D-FEA Value

Translator Yoke thickness C 5 mmty

Teeth width w 4 mmtp

Slots width w 6 mmst

Teeth height h 25 mmt

Stator Yoke trickiness C 5 mmsy

Teeth width w 4 mmsp

Slots width w 9.3 mmss

Teeth height h 5mmt

Coil Number of turn N 253
Section of copper wire S 0.153c

Stator Teeth Height Design: In this part we study the
influence of stator teeth height. Other geometric
parameters and current density are held constant. 
( ).

The values of h  investigated are lower than the values

of tooth pitch. l  = [2mm, 10mm].m

Figure (8) shows the influence of the height of the
stator teeth where we can conclude that this parameter
has no influence on the force for value higher than the
half of tooth pitch therefore so we choose l  = 5mm.m

Fig 9: Influence of the air gap

Fig. 10:Response surface of the force as function of
position and current

Influence of the Air Gap: The air gap separating the
moveable and a stator tooth is a mechanical parameter
that is imposed by the quality of the motor manufacturing
and translation guide systems. This latter has a great
influence on the force developed by the actuator so in
this part we study this influence by the FEA-2D.

AS shown in Figure 9 the air gap is important
parameters that hase great influence on the force
generated by the motor. e = 0.1mm is a suitable value.

Winding Design: The section of the conductor is
calculated as,

(7)

The number of winding turn is calculate as,

(8)
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Fig. 11:Response surface of the flux as function of
position and current

Fig. 12:Response surface of the inductance as function
of position and current

Final Dimension: To design a linear actuator it is
important to choose the parameters that allow the
development of maximum force. Table 1 summarizes
various geometric parameters and characteristics of the
coils that ensure an optimal choice of force per volume
unit.

These three-dimensional graphs represented in
Figure 10 and 11 show the characteristics of force and
fluxes as function of the displacement for different current
values.Obtained results show two extreme values
correspond in fact to the aligned and unaligned positions
of the mover and translator teeth. Clearly, the shape and
the amplitude of the thrust force are characterized by an
asymmetry caused by the saturation level when the
mobile move.

The inductance profile is shown in Figure 12 as
function of the displacement for different current values.
We can see that inductance shape is characterized by one
minimum value when the mover and stator are unaligned
whatever the value of the current.

CONCLUSION

A design of a single sided transverse flux linear
switched reluctance motor with active translator and
passive stator is presented in this work. A finite element
study is carried out to show the influence of geometric
parameters on the effort generated by the actuator.The
influence of the various geometric parameters is studied
by 2D-FEA for an optimum design with optimum force
characteristic per unit volume. The main feature of the
studied device consists of ensuring a direct motion
without the need for traditional gear so included in high
precision applications.
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